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Reconceptualising the person
environment relationship 

Introduction 

This chapter examines how the findings gained from resear.ching 'place and 
ageing'in deprived neighbourhoods build on and progress our knowledge in the 
field of environmental geromology. This chapter brings together and summarises 
the findings from 26 inrervie\vs in Manchester and 26 interviews in Vancouver 
- as c);.-pressed through eight case studies, 44 short biographies (Appendices A 
and B) and three participants' phorographs and descriptive text. It proposes a 
reconceptualisarion offacmrs important in the person-environment relationship; 
such as the consideration of temporal dimensions (for example, past, present and 
future) and intervening variables (for example, such as religion and spirituality, and 
lifecourse).The chapter also explores issues around comparative research, factors 
associated '\v1th 'place and ageing', outcome variables (for example, quality ofille 
and identity), and methodologic.11 and analytical aspects of the research. The final 
section summarises the study's contribution to the advancement of knowledge 
on place and ageing. 

Cross-national research - empirical findings 

The strength and uniqueness of dlis study is, in part, based on the comparative 
analysis of older people living in deprived urban neighbourhoods in England and 
Can3.da.Although there has been a growth in comparative rese~rch in recent years, 
as illustrated and discussed in Chapter One, there remains a paucity of comparative 
research \vithin the environmental gerontology literature. Added to ellis, there is a 
lack of research within England and Canada investigating concepts of place and 
ageing, particulady in deprived urban neighbourhoods. Therefore, this research 
is- in-- the- unique- position--ofbeing-able- to--add--to- scientific knowledge- not- only 
in general, but also cross-nationally and -within each country. 

Findings from 26 interviews in l\1anchester and 26 in Vancouver were compared 
cross-nationally in relation to three factors. These ,\vere: 

environmental categories - comfort, management and distress; 
factors underlying place and ageing; 
the relationship between place and ageing and well-being. 
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Analysis of the intervie"\vs across these three factors reveal'! significant similaritY of 
findings within and across countries. Findings revealed similar factors underl);ing 
older people's experience of place and ageing, and in the relationship between 
place and ageing and report'; of well-being (that is, quality, of life and identity). 
Each of these factors will be discussed later. 

Although findings \.vith respect to the cross-national comparisons \.vere 
similar, there were differences with respect to neighbourhoods. As previously 
highlighted, the DES differed from the other neighbourhoods on a number of 

so~i_()_~_~_l!~()gJ:_~p hi_= ___ c::ll_a~_~ct_e ~_i_s_?_~_~_; _~~~~~_l}', ___ ~_~ c __ ~rc_~ ___ h _aci __ a ___ g:r~~_t_~_~_ prop ()E? ()1_1_ () f 
n~ell, incli~~duals -who ~v~-r~ single- and -had nev-er--married, people -~~th rn~ltiple 
health problems and people reporting neither good nor poor quality of life. In 
addition to these differences. the interview data collected with residents in the 
DES also reflected a differing discourse on neighbourhood. Interviewees tended 
to use mOre negative or emotive words to describe their area. 'Skid row' was used 
frequently to refer to or describe the area; this ,vas used by participams in bom the 
DES and Grandview-Woodland. Other descriptive word'i related to the resident 
population of the area, such as drug addicts, sex trade workers and menta] health 
patients. One participam even referred to the DES as resembling a concentration 
camp (see Ms Laing in Chapter Five) and ~mother as "worse than the London 
slums" (see Mr O'Farrell in Appendi."'\: B). In addition, almost all interviewees 
D1_entioned having to be careful about the friends they nude in the area and there 
were frequent references to 'trust' related to people living in the area. Expression 
of self-identit:y as 'unlike' the area or residents in the area \vas particularly evident 
in interviews conducted in the DES. The need to be identified outside of the 
inunediate context or 'out of place' was ev-ident in a number of residents living 
there. This was illustrated in the case study of l\1r Matthews, but was evident in 
a number of other intcrviev .. ,s conducted in the DES (see Appendi.x B - Keppol 
Polanski, Roben O'Farrell, Azimoon Rahaman and Mabel Smith). 

It should be clarified that these neighbourhood differences did riot change 
the main findings associated with place and ageing. Rather, they facilitated 
examination of a more extreme level of urban' deprivation'. These differences, it 
is argued, might make the experience of place and ageing comparatively more 
challenging than in other neighbourhoods. This supports son~e neighbourhood 
effect''! research, in that there exists a greater or lesser degree of deprivation, which 
might be more intensively e},"perienced in some areas compared vv-ith others 
(see Krause, 1996;Atkinson and Iuntrea, 2001; Buck, 2001). Despite these areas 
sharing similar characteristics, this research highlights the heterogeneity aIIlOng 
these types of areas and the need to consider this in analysing findings. 

Environmental experience 

According to La Gory et al (1985) 'older persons sharing the same neighbourhood 
do not necessarily occupy the same environmental worlds' (p 405). This study 
supports this. Research findings revealed a diversity in the eA-perience of place 
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and ageing for older people in these neighbourhoods. In particular, this supports 
other literature findings on the individualisation of the environment (Gubrlum, 
1973; Lawton and Nahemo-w. 1973; Rowles. 1978; Kahana, 1982; Golant. 1984: 
Peace et al. 2003).Although recognising the diversity in experience, both literature 
(for example. Rowles, 1978) and the current research have found suppon for 
COlTIl1l0n themes in people's experiences of place. In this research, three common 
envirorunental themes emerged from the data. This ,vas found across all five 
neighbourhoods in England and Canada; these "\vere enviromnemal comfort, 
envirorunental n~anagement and environmental distress. 
--'Tlie-se----caiegories----'ve-r-e-T6uiid --fo---ajip1y---acrdss----n-atibhs 'and'--lleighbourhoo-os: 

In addition, proportionally similar numbers of participants were found in each 
category and in each nation. Just over one in three of those interviewed were 
found to be in a state of 'comfort' v.lith respect to their neighbourhood. This 
was illustrated with the case studies of Mary Perkins (Ivlanchester) and Jennifer 
IvlacDougall (Vancouver).They perceived their area as having low environmental 
demand or risk and they had sufficient personal resources (for example, social 
support, financial security) to enable a sense of environnlental ease within their 
daily life. Within dns group, the environment appeared not to present barriers or 
restrict the negotiation of their daily life. There was also a strong sense of place 
attachment to the immediate neighbourhood and there was no desire to move. 
Ratings of quality of life were typically good or very good. Place and ageing in 
this situation was supported by the environmental and/or personal situation of 
the older person. 

Close to half of the research participants were found to be trying actively to 
manage their neighbourhood. This was illustrated in the case studies of Ivlurie1 
Allen (Ivlanchester), Helen Fox (Manchester), Berry Matthews (Vancouver) 
and Hmvard Adams Goodleaf (Vancouver). These participants perceived the~r: 
neighbourhood as having a number of risks that presented challenges to their 
personal competence. Older people in tlns category were acutely aware of 
the presses in their envirornnent, but managed to remain engaged "vithin the 
neighbourhood. Issues of emotive attachment to place "vere evident. However, 
tlns was not necessarily located within their imlll_ediate neighbourhood. For those 
whose emotive connection was located in another neighbourhood, there was, 
not surprisingly, a desire to move, usually back to the neighbourhood they were 
attached to. However, for those attached to tlleir inmlediate neighbourhood. there 
was a desire to age in place. In general, qualicy of life ratings appeared divided 
- those who \v-ished to Stay in place reported a good quality of life and those 
attached elsewhere reported neither a good nor a poor quality of life. 

Environmental management supports the notion, originally neglected by 
prominent theorists such as Lawton and NahemO\.v (197}-). that people are active 
agents of their environment, that despite strong enviroIilllental challenges people 
find the personal resources to negotiate daily life and maintain "\-vell-being. The 
idea of env-iroIilllental proactiv-ity, later developed by Lawton (1990), relates to 

tlns idea. This also provides suppOrt for the resilience literature related to older 
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people (Hardy, 2004), and might also contribute to successful ageing and ageing_ 
\vellliterature (Baltes and Bahes, 1990;Johnson, 1995). 

Almost one i"n five of older research participants were found (Q be in a state of 
'distress'\.vith respect [0 their neighbourhood.This was evident in the case studies 
of Harold w"uers (Manchester) and ElizJ.beth Laing (Vancouver). tvtr Waters 
appeared J.cutely affected by environmental presses J.nd although Ms Laing had 
relocated to anomer neighbourhood, the DES, her previous neighbourhood, 
continued to present a source of dis(ress. In this environmental distress category, 
significant challenges and disruptions to place and ageing were evident. 
Environmemal presses presented the individuals with significant demands and 
risks for mam.ging daily life. Personal resources, in general, were unable to cope 
;:md maladaptive behaviour and psychological distress were present. There was 
no evidence of current place attachment, but in some cJ.ses there was evidence 
of disruptions [0 place anachment, and there was a strong desire to relocate; 
however, people lacked resources and options to do so. For those who were once 
attached to their neighbourhood, but at present experienced disruptions (Q place 
anachment, psychological distress appeared to be more acute compared to those 
who hJ.d never been attached to place. This supported Lunbek and Amze's (1996, 
p A-v:i) claim that memories can undermine identity 'by glimpses of a past that no 
longer seems w be ours'. In J.ddition w identity, failed or disrupted attachments 
threaten well-being (Brown and Perkins, 1992; .Rowles and Ravdal, 2002). This 
was evident in the poor w very poor quality of life reported by people in this 
group, and connected to this was their discourse on self-worth and well-being, 
as illustrated by Mr Waters, who felt that "nobody cares about you now". 

The environmental distress category largely supports Lawton's (1980, 1982) 
environmental docility hypothesis. In numerous cases, environmental press 
overwhehned personal competences and led to negative affect and maladaptive 
behaviour, for example Mr Walters stated that he was "not really interested in living. 
If I die, I die". However, there were a few cases that challenged the direction of 
this relationship. In particular, having low competences and high presses did not 
necessarily negatively impact on ratings of quality oflife.This was supported in the 
case of Roberta Peterson and Millicent Taylor (see Appendix B) where religion 
appeared to be a protective £1.ctor against poor qualiry of life. This I-J:ghHg"i~tS-the 
need tOr~speEttheconiplexrtY-;;r the p~;;;-n=;;n~~~ent relationship. 

The environmental categories (comfo[[,management and distress) found within 
this research __ have ___ support-__ \.vlthin. the··literature-- (Lavlton --and---Nahemow, ---197-3; 
Kahana, 1982; Lawton et aI, 1982; Brown, 1995). Lawton's competence-press 
has been recognised as influencing - after an inductive analysis of transcripts 
- the discourse and basic theoretical framework around dociliry and proactivity 
used \vitrun this research. However, this is as far as the similariry extends. These 
categories are unique in that they are generated from qualitative data and 
evolved from the discourse of older people's narratives about place and ageing. 
These environmental categories also respect and accept the complexity of the 
person-environment relationship, such as the acknowledgement of life history 
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and religion/spirituality - for an example, see the case stUdy of Howard Adams 
Goodleaf in Chapter Five. This is difficult to find within many of the currem 
conceptual models and rrame\vorks in the environmental science literature. tn 
particular, a critique of Law ron 's and others' approach _to the study of older people's 
environmental experience relates to (he imposing ot quantitative measures in the 
cons[ruction of[hese frameworks (for example, the Ecological tvlodel of Ageing). 
This approach prevents [he expression of other factors that might be significant in 
the understanding of the older person and their environment, In addition, although 
Lawton J.nd others have praised the competence-press model tor supporting a 
combination of person-environment scenarios, the relationship is unidirectional. 
For example, strong press and low competence equates to negative affect and 
maladaptive behaviour.This research challenges this srraighttor\v-ard relationshlp. 
There is evidence \vithin this research to suggest that this is not necessarily the 
scenario; spirituality /religion and/ or life history might intervene as possible 
protective factor(s) against negative affect (for eXJ.mple,see Robena Peterson and 
ivlillicent Taylor, Appendi.'{' B). In addition, as was illustrated in the case scudy of 
Mr Waters (see Chapter Five), environmental proactiviry can operate \-vithin a 
siruation of environmental distress. These 'complexities' are accounted for in the 
development J.nd design of Figure 6.1. 

Figure 6.1: Person-environment relationships 

Good quality of life 
and identity 

Environmental 
comfort: 

Weak environmental 
press versus more 
than adequate 
competences 
Place attachment 
to immediate 
neighbourhood 
No desire (0 move 

Environmental 
management: 

Strong environmental 
press versus more 
than adequate personal 
competences 
Place attachment 
to immediate 
neighbourhood or place 
attachment outside 
neighbourhood 
Desire to move or not 

Poor quality of life 
and identity 

Environmental 
distress 

Strong environmentai 
press versus more poor 
personal competences 
No evidence of place 
attachment and/or 
evidence of disruptions 
Strong desire to move 

Decreasing sensitivity Increasing senSitiVity to 
to environment environment 

Intervening variables life history/religion/spirituality 
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The reliance on conceptual models such as the competence-press and its 
approach to data generacion might in part be a major factor in criticism about 
the 'languishillg statt" and 'lack of innovative ness' associated with environmental 
ageing research. In addition, despite significant achievements of research in this area, 
Parmelee and Lnvton (1990) and Wahl and\1'\leisman (2003) both recognise that 
tbere 'remains no cure or remedy'. This research, in part, addresses solutions and 
presents ne\v ideas to lIlOVC the study of envrromnental geromolof,ry fonvard. 

Factars in place and ageing 

This part of the discussion of findings cemres around exploring the factors 
important in place and ageing. Specitically, why do some older people '\"\'ish to 
remain in place, in spite of strong environmental presses, and what are the factors 
behind others' desire to leave their place despite the generally conceived notion 
'\vithin the literature that ageing in place is optimal? 

The interviews and photographs revealed a number of factors important in 
place and ageing. Across the twO nations and five neighbourhoods, participants 
revealed a similar discourse in their underlying accounts of place and ageing. 
These findings parallel and suppOrt those found by Rowles and others, but also 
go beyond this by suggesting the inclusion of other factors that might be relevant 
to the study of older people living in neighbourhoods characterised by multiple 
risks. These are: 

physical attachment and area knowledge; 
social attadUllent; 
historical attachment: 
religiosity and spirituality; 
the life history; 
public spaces. 

Physical attachme1lt and area JmoJl!led....~e 

Physical attachment was found to be an important factor in place and ageing 
for older people in all five neighbourhoods, regardless of the national context. 
Within the literature, physical attachment is one of the key reasons given in 
defence of ageing in place. This research supports the idea that people develop 
'imimate knowl~dge' "of thei~ physical environ~ent that helps them" to-manage 
dafu=--._~~_~~~spite·-d~~ii~~s -in -- healdl~' The re-searcl]---findlngs not only support 
physical attachment based on-barrIers inlposcd by declines in functional health 
(for example. Helen Fox, Jennifer IvlacDougall), bur also barriers imposed by 
environmental presses and psychological concerns based on these presses. These 
are discussed in detail later. 

According to Rowles (1983a, 1983b), the ability to develop intimate familiarity 
with an envirollmem is important in place attachment. Physical connection 
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presented in this research suppons and is similar to Rowles' (1980, J 983a. 11)90) 
concept of physical insideness and Lawton's (1985) 'state of residential knowing'. 
According to Rowles, attachment to place nlight, in pan. be physical because of a 
propensity, through years of residence or adaptation, to form physical attachments. 
Similarly, 'Intimate knowledge of the idiosyncrasies of one's d'\velling ... enhance 
the unit'S livability' (Lawton, 1985, p 508).A significant focus and conclusion of 
Rowles and Lawton's l-esearch ,\vas that this physical knO\vle~g~_ln?sked ,~kdiuei 
in functional health starns. Intimate knowledge or 'ph);~ical insideness has been 

- fo~~-(i ~~-hi&-de-c-1ines in functional health, enabling older people to llu:"-.imisc 
....•. ~ ........ ···············" .. c'o- maep-enafiic'e~ ·Ce'irJiiil};,---this-'can -be·-iirgiiC'd ro-he-"evidenr---in a nunlber---of 

the interviews and case studies in this research; most specifically, Mrs Jennifer 
MacDougall (Vancouver) and Ivlrs Helen Fox (Manchester).Years of residence in 
their neighbourhood and continuous performance of physical tasks is argued to 

have enabled a higher level of functional performance despite significant physical 
challenges. Both women were able to maintain presence v.rithin their environment 
or restructure it in a way that retains an acceptable level of environnlental 
independence. For Mrs MacDougall (aged 90), the inOnlate kno\-vledge she had 
developed of her neighbourhood enabled her to nlaintain a busy five-day-a
-vveek schedule and to maintain a level of environmental comfort, despite health 
problems. Her interview provided particularly rich data on her physical as well 
as social relationship vvith her neighbourhood. For Mrs Fox, the restructuring of 
her living space to the ground floor of her house allowed her to remain active 
socially and physically in place despite significant mobility problems (that is, being 
wheelchair-bound). 

Place attachnlent nlight also be an important facror in successfl.11 adaptation to 

spatial restriction. Having a 'history' in the development of physical knowledge 
mio-ht lead to intensification of emotive feelings about place. As suggeste4 bYe_; 
R;'vles (1978, p 202), 'constriction in the re~lm of acnon accompanied by 
e:l .. ."pansion of geographical £lntasy' might precipitate 'selective intensification' of 
feelings about place.This can be argued in relation to the case of Mrs IvlacDougall 
and Mrs Fox. Mrs Fox's physical health challenges appeared to have reinforced her 
need to age in place. Place attachment in this situation appeared a consequence 
of a strong need to be seen as independent and have a sense of continuity of a 
past 'busy' self, key to tIlls remaining engaged physically and socially '\vith the 
community, The recognised value of geographical fantasy and renliniscence 
,\-vas evident in Mrs MacDougall's case study. In her short story A luaU: dOl/III 

memory lalle she presents a vivid illustration of past neighbourhood memories 
and recognised the value of memories to help her in the future, stating "good 
memories. in one's later life, are better than monev in the bank .... And maybe. 
I will hav~ some warm memories of this day year; from nmv when I might be 
feeling a little bit lonelv". 

Spatial restriction might further feelings of place attachment by acting as a 
protective facror in the face of negative neighbourhood change. As suggested 
by La Gory et al (1985), more active lifestyles might be necessary for people 
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to experience environmental stresses, and therefore possible disruptions to 
place attachm~nt. Cerrainly, there is some evidence to suggest that Ivlrs Fox's 
neighbourhood has negatively changed, particularly in respect to neighbours 
and crime. However, as this area is peripheral to the imnlediate maintenance and 
management of her daily environment, she appears largely CO be unaffected by 
these negative environmemal changes. Rather, the emphasis is on the immediate 
surroundings for reification of her past self (for example, independent self) and 
present self (for example, still managing to be independent). 

Also important in physical inside ness is area knowledge. It is generally recognis~d 
in the environmental geromology literature that area knowledge is advantageous 
(Rowles, 1978; Lawton, 1985). Knowing whom one can count on and where to 
satisfy needs has important implications for enviromnental concrol and mastery 
(Francis, 1989; Oswald et al, 2003a). Are:! knowledge is an important feature in 
the management of daily life andlor enables at least some level of environmental 
coping despite significant distress. TIllS appeared particularly relevam to the 
current scudy. Findings revealed that physical attachment not only supported 
increased functional health, but was also important and sensitive in relation to 
alleviating psychological (for example, fear of crime) and environmental barriers 
(for example, trouble spots). Physical attachment and intimate area knowledge 
enables interaction and participation in the neighbourhood that mighr not be 
achieved in their absence. Area knowledge in the majority of the interviews, case 
studies and photographs appeared to be predominandy governed by a need to ease 
psychological fear, specifically, fear of crime, rather than a fearure of functional 
health decline.This can be illustrated by creating a path or routine that ma.ximises 
experience of place and minimises psychological disrress. The case studies of Iv1r 
Waters and IvIr Matthews best illustrate this point, in addition to photographs 
and descriptive text generated by Mr Bennett.l'v1r Bennett illusrrared trus when 
referring to areas rhar were safe during rhe day, areas in which people would 
need to 'proceed with caution', and 'no go areas'. This feature of area knowledge 
or physical attachment has largely been neglected vvithin the literature, possibly 
in part because it is a feature associated with older people who live under these 
particular types of conditions and "'\vithin these types of neighbourhoods. 

Routines might also be evidence of physical attachment. In many of rhe 
interviews and case studies in the environmental comfort and management 
categories, there was evidence of a familiar physical existence of daily life; 
specifically, the day-or. week_was_constructed around a general routine or-frequency 
of certain activities performed at certain times of rhe day or week, such as walks, 
housework and social engagements. For example, for Ms Allen dlls revolved around 
her t\v1ce-daily walks in the parks ,vith her dogs. For Mrs MacDougall, being 
able to physically manage a complete weekly schedule -was important. In the case 
of Mrs Perkins, this was her almOSt daily visits to the shops. And for Mrs Fox, 
routine was located in her ability to manage her immediare environment, sllch 
as doing her housework, despire her functional health problems. As suggested by 
Rubinstein (1986, 1988), the ability co construct a routine based on either a full 
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day or a week is indicative of how \vell a person is physically and psychologically 
coping with their environment. This feature \vas cerr:ainly evident in this research. 
Older people who had a routine were found to be managing or comtortable 
within their environment, while those who did not have a routine vvere found to 
be in a distressed state. TIllS was particularly evident in the case of Nlr \Vaters. 

Social attachment 

Social attachment was found to be important in place and ageing in aU tive 
neighbourhoods. This suppOrts a significanr research literature that links social 
suppOrt and place attachment (Rowles, 1980, 1983a, 1983b; St.John et aI, 1986; 
Francis, 1989; Mesch and Ivlanor, 1998; Fried, 2000; Sugihara and Evans, 2000; 
Cattell, 2004). Social connection in (his research parallels Rowles' (1983a) 
concept of social insideness_ Specifically, people form social affinity with their area 
through social integration and participation, and (hus creare emotive attachment 
to place. 

Findings revealed rhat formation of social connections vvithin the neighbourhood 
is an imporrant factor in place and ageing. Older people who had social supporr 
within their neighbourhood were more likely to be attached, and tended to cite 
friends as the reason they would not move (for example, see Alfred and Serra 
Williams inAppendi'X B). Equally, those who had social connections beyond their 
immediate neighbourhood frequently e)..-pressed a desire to move so that they 
could be closer to their family/friends (see (he case study of rvIr Ivlatthews in 
Chapter Five). Therefore, the social integration of the older person "\vithin their 
neighbourhood is a key feature in place and ageing. 

A range of social connections was found across the interview-s, case studies 
and photographs. Some participams e::-..-pressed a strong sense of infom1aLsociaLp~-,", 
ties, which were imporrant in relation to their need to age in place; being close 
to family and friends was especially significant (see Ivlrs Perkins). However, for 
some the development of formal relationships ::lppeared to be just as significant 
to creating a sense of belonging. Both Ms Allen and Mrs l\1acDougaU valued 
their many acquaintances. For Ms Allen, the interaction she had with people she 
mer while walking her dogs played a significant role in her day (for example, 
determining whether she was out for one or (\.vo hours) and reintorced her self
identity. This was also found in the photographs and descriptive texr provided 
by-lV1s---Flora-- Clark,- in--which--che- majoTIry-' of images -celltn:d--around-- pe-o ple---she 
had met dut day. This supports the idea that social integration provides a sense 
of belonging and possibly leads to place attachment and development. 

The importance of social connection or belonging as a fearure of place and 
ageing might best be strengthened with a look at failed social connections. 
Perceived failed social attachments were particularly acute in [he case studies of 
Mr Waters and Ivlr Matthews. For Mr-Waters, the lack of social supporr "\\'ithin his 
neighbourhood was inadequare for his level of need. This translated into his feelings 
of nobody caring and his cominuous references to being bored. The inability 
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[Q form social attachments in his imnlediatc neighbourhood led Mr 'Jhters to 
seek some sense- of social beJongingness elsewhere. This was in part satisfied, if 
only temporarily, by his regular visits to the pub. Lack of social attachments ,\Vas 
also a feature in the case of Nil' Matthe'Ns. Evidence suggests that Mr Ivlatthews 
D·ied to develop some sense of social connection to the neighbourhood (for 
example. through volunteer work and friendships in his place of residence). 
H O\vever. he found this largely unsuccessful. These failed social attachments can 
be argued [Q have had two effects: first, they caused !VIr Matthe·ws to seek a sense 
of·belongingness .. outside .. hi;; .. neighbourhood .. and, .second,. they ... hindered his_ 
attachment to place. This supports the idea that f..ned social integration \.v1thin the 
neighbourhood, when it is sought, leads to feelings of rejection and abandonment 
of place atcachment. 

Hisiodcal attachment 

The historical attachment of older people to their neighbourhood was found to 
be an important feature in the development or hindrance of facm[s associated with 
place and ageing.This is supported by other research findings (Rowles, 1980, 1983a, 
1993;Taylor, 2001).ln particular. Rowles' concept of autobiographical insideness 
suppOrts notions of a historical connection to place. Historical connection in this 
study relates to how older people's personal history is intert\vined and rooted, 
usually developed through years of residence \.v-1.thin the" ~a. This historical 
connection enables reminiscen-ce and revie\.v of the lifecourse. and has been found 
to be important in psychologlcal \.veil-being (Butler, 1963; Bornat, 1994;Taylor, 
2001). Indeed, according to Rowles (1980), this might represent the strongest 
indication of people's attachment to place. 

"\Vithin the interviews, case studies and photographs of older people who had 
remained in place for a significant part of their lives, the presence of historical 
connection to place was evident. This \.vas particularly salient in the photographs 
and descriptive text provided by Ms Allen (I\1anchester) and Mr Bennett 
(Vancouver). and the case study of l\.1rs MacDougall (Vancouver). All of these 
cases present rich descriptive data concerning older people's historical connection 
w-1.th their neighbourhood. Ageing in place has bee,~..r~1:1Ild to lJe critical for 
intensifYing p1a~~_._att~.r;bl1l~.n.s _a.ccPIqXI?g _t.C? "Rc)\vles J 198D.)..:.4~-to biograpTikal 
insideness can ~r~r.ely be created ill a ne\v setting·.Thls ~vas certainly supported by 
Mrs-,M-acDou'gail's shOrt" story (see Appenai.~ 'C) in which she stated: "Twice I 
m.oved to other areas of Vancouver. I was miserable. I moved back. I came back 
because a lot of good memories are connected to this area'". 

Reminiscence or memories associated vvith historical connection might also 
undermine place attachment and psychological well-being. This is certainly 
evident in the case study of Mr '\\laters. In this situation, reminiscence, unlike 
what is generally portrayed in the literature, is negatively perceived and life 
review within the comext is undermined. Recollection of the neighbourhood 
and neighbours of the past appears to continuously produce a sense of loss and 
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isolation, and serves to create a global feeling that nobody cares. This situation 
hinders and disrupts place and ageing. 

Religiosity and spidtualitJ' 

Religiosicy and spirituality were found "rithin this reseJ.rch co represent importJ.nt 
£1CtorS in the relationship of the older person to their environment. The findings 
revealed tWO underlying factors relevant to the consideration of place and ;lgeing: 

........ ;h;;aL~v;;e'"a;:nJ;J,~o:;r'~e ,l,.i;;f<~e;S;i;tu~:a{ti,.,o,nJ.aStaiLCr)[e1SrLip ~~;1·th··~1~·~:~·~~~·i~f ~~~s~i~~i~l~i~'i!~:~:s~:~g~~~ 
turn. 

The idea that'Gad's will' governs one's life was evident in ;l number ofimer\;ews. 
particularly among Black Caribbean residents in Moss Side (see Appendix B: Elsie 
Forester, !vIarva Collins, Patricia Reilly, Felicity Parker. Millicent Taylor, Sydney 
potter and Roberta Peterson). For these older people. God ,vas a significant 
feature and source of guidance in daily life, with sonle perhaps perceiving their 
daily struggles with their neighbourhood as representing a test of their faith. 
Certainly, this can be argued in the situations of Millicent Taylor and Roberta 
Peterson, both of whom were found to be in a situation of environmental distress, 
yet reported a good quality of life. Religion might be a significant intervening 
or protective factor. This is supported by Krause (1998), \vho established that 
the negative effects of living in run-down neighbourhoods were reduced for 
older people who used religion as a coping strategy. Therefore. religious factors 
associated with place and ageing need to be considered much more fully \.vithin 
environnlental gerontology research, especially where such research encompasses 
the perceptions of minority ethnic older people. 

Another important factor relates to individuals' spiritual relationship ,\i;th place. 
Surprisingly, spirituality has received relatively little attention within the relevant 
literature. This might be attributable to the fact that a large am.ount of empirical 
research has been focused on white nliddle-class America, and has consequently 
neglected other ethnic or cultural groups' relationship witll place.\"Vithin this study. 
the inclusion of a variety of ethnic groups allowed exploration of cross-cultural 
differences 1n the e:-"'Perience of place and ageing.This was certainly captured with 
the intervie\v ofHO\vardAdams Goodleaf, the First Nations man in the DES. His 
relationship \.\i;th place was based on a spiritual connection to his ancestors, and the 
idea that 'place' (that is, land) was sacred and provided tlle means of subsistence.The 
inability to establish an equivalent spiritual relationship \.·vith place in his current 
neighbourhood caused significant stress in his daily life. which he described as 
bei~g a "struggle from th~ time you get up in the ·mor~ing". Considera.tion of 
older people's spiritual relationship \;.rith place can arf.'11ably provide a different 
perspective and understanding of place and ageing faccors. Future research might 
wish to consider taking this feature inco consideration. 
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The life histm}, 

The litecoursc or life history \-vas found to influence factors associated with 
place and ;!geing in this study. Connected to this is the danger of romanticising 
place att:1dunem; as suggested by Hummon (1986, 1992) and Western (1993), 
;!ttachment to place is not a collective phenomenon. In the present study, lack of 
feelings of place attadunem was found among a number of participants in both 
Manchester and Vancouver neighbourhoods. This lack of attac1uuem, despite 
research suggesting that failed attachments are detrimenta-l,did_nQc..3_~~_Lt.Q be 
maladaptive to psycholobrical well-being (for example, identity and quality of life). 
LlCk of place attachment to an area might have been a feature of the lifecourse, 
length of residence and absence of physical and psychological need. This "\vas 
particularly evident in the DES, most likely reflecting the lifecourse mobility of 
Huny of the participants. Many interviewees had lived very transient lifestyles, 
moving from one job to another across the country, working away in the logging 
camps (in the British Columbia interior), and some had even experienced periods 
ofhomelessness. Lifecourse factors were evident in the case study of Ms Laing 
and in a number of other interviews (see Appendix B: Frank Lander, George 
Knotsberry and John Rankin).Exploring the lifecourse of the individual presents 
a greater depth of understanding of and insight into individual factOrs associated 
with place and ageing. 

Public spaces 

Public spaces appear to be important in older people's positive e)..-perience of 
place and ageing. Public spaces in this research related primarily to local parks. 
The importance of parks for psychological well-being was found in the case 
study of Ms Allen and Mr Matthews. However, they appeared to serve different 
functions. For Iv1s Allen, the presence of a park in her neighbourhood appeared 
to reinforce social and historical connectedness, and hence place attachment to 

the area. For Mr fV1atthews, on the orner hand, concerns over safety connected 
to his neighbourhood park precipitated a connection -with a park locued oU(5ide 
his neighbourhood, providing a means of escape and a strategy for coping 
with environmental demands. As is highlighted in the literature, public spaces, 
in particular parks, are an underutilised resource primarily because of fear of 

"--pers'on'al "s-afeiy'-(Mlin1ford--irid- Po:':vei;-2003r-fiiieseaicri"""exiillimnffdfe---effec'ts--of ................ -,, .. -

development ::md regeneration of comn-lUnity parks and gardens by local residents 
increased rates of civic engagement and attachment were found (Francis, 1989; 
Armstrong, 2000). Attention of policy makers to the social value of public spaces 
(for example, parks) in deprived areas might work to increase population well
being and place J.ttachment. 

Anocher consideration in the importance of parks to place and ageing might 
be connected to spirituality. As in the case study of Mr Goodleaf and his deep 
connection \\-'ith the land, parks might provide a way for urban residents to connect 
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with 'mother nature'. There is a lack of research exploring this particular issue. 
This ~t;.st:;_ar:~JLs_-qggests that some individuals have a need to connect with nature 
iI! -order tel sustain well-being and place attachment. 

Quality of life and identity 

It can be argued from the findings of this study that quality oflife and identity 
are, in part, environmentally driven. Across the three environmental categories 
(comfort, management, distress), quality oflife and identity differ according to 
the categories. Older people within the environmental comfort category were, 
in general, found to have very good to good qualiry ofhfe, compared with chose 
within the environmental distress grouping, who, in general, e:;...-pressed very 
poor to poor quality of life. Older people in the environmental management 
category tended to rate quality of life as eicher good or neither good nor poor. 
The connection between quality of life and the environn"lent was strongly evident 
in a number of the case studies, tor example Elizabeth Laing, Harold Waters and 
Robert O'Farrell (see Chapter Five and Appendix B). Ms Laing argued mac her 
quality of life had significandy in"lproved upon relocation from the DES, while 
Mr Waters suggested that his life '-'v-as made poor by his environmental conditions, 
lack of good neighbours, fear of crime and neighbourhood decline. Mr O'Farrell 
simply felt he could not talk about quality of life while living in the DES. This 
suggests that, at least for some older people, quality of life, is environmentally 
bounSL T~s s_upports literature _ findill~ _suggesring'-an -J5~soC1ation-benvee~'~lI~ 

~n:"'e~viroriment relanonsmp and qualitY· of life as an outciJnle m-~;;ure 
(Farquh-ar, 1995; Raphael et al, 1999; Stevens-Ratchford and-Diaz, 2003; Gabriel 
and Bowling, 2004; Wiggins et aI, 2004). Therefore, improvements in quality of 
life need to be addressed through the tackling of envirorunemal press factors that: 
impinge on well-being. This has implications for policies on regeneration and 
the renewal of deprived neighbourhoods. 

However, solely looking at this relationship in this way ignores the complexity 
of quality of life (Smith, 2000). Although the findings largely reflect a predictable 
relationship bet'ween place and quality of life, there were some cases in which 
quality of life was good despite_ 'distress' and 'neither good nor poor' despite 

'Comlor-r-:lhis possibly-sugg~s~ one of novo things. Firsc, as previously stated, 
quality of life is complex and individualised. In this context, place might not be 
;C~'-alie'ncfeature-- in: --quality--oflifc:-- if-other -factors -are-- currently -the -focus;-such; ! 

as health, family relationships or tinances. Second, spirimality/religion and the 
lifecourse might work as protective factors against negative environm_ental factors 
and hence perceptions of"\vell-being. This is supported by previous research that 
reported a connection benveen environmental deterioration ::md religious coping 
strategies (Krause, 1998). 

Place attaclunent was found to be significant for quality oflife and perceived 
identity. For Nir Waters, disruptions CO place attachment in terms of his inability 
to reintegrate and form satisfying relationships clearly impacted on his feelings of 
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self-worth and psychological \veil-being. This is supported vvithin the literature 
(Cutchin, 2001; Peace e[ al, 2003). Harnessing and supporting place attachment 
in these environments has im-plications for the quality of life of tesidents and [he 
community. In general. older people in this srudy ,\o,7ho v,'ere attached to their 
inmlediate neighbourhood \vere found co report a better quality of life than those 
who were not attached (bUt \vished co be) and/or were ex-periencing disruptions. 
It also needs to be mentioned that not everyone ,\vas found to be attached, and 
that those '\vho lacked attachment did not necessarily confirm that they had a 
poor quality of life. A good example here would be the situation of 1Vls Lai:p.g. 
This-raises -the--issue--ofTomanticising- place: 

Connected to quality of life is self-worth or identity, which \vas found to be a 
factor influenced by place and ageing. Reification of the self vvithin the study's 
com:ext \-vas viewed as both personally and environmentally bound. The research 
supports Kaufman (1986) .. -and. Brandrstadter_ and Greve_ (1994), '\vho argue __ tl~~t 
the ageing self-seeks-centinuity, and is resilient-and resourceful in spite of p(!rsonal 

_,s:hangej21.. In addition. the current research suggests possible environmental f;~~~rs 
that challenge the self. Achieving positive or negative reification of the self might 
be dependent on the level of support needed and the ability of the environment 
to meet this level. 

The self is viewed as drawing meaning wnl the past as a way of recreating the 
present self (Kaufinan, 1986). This is evident in Mrs Fox's case study, where there 
was evidence of a connection to aspects of her former self and life, for example 
"I've had a very good life ... I get photographs to show my granddaughter when 
I was about 18 or 19".The mechanisms highlighted by Rowles (1980, 1983a) that 
allowed for reinforcing memories of the past were the preservation of artefacts 
such as pictures, and ongoing participation in a familiar setting. Reminiscence 
through pictures and videos represented a feature that gave pleasure to her life; 
sharing pictures of herself v.,.hen she was a teenager '\'Vith her granddaughter and 
looking at family videos enabled reification of the self and preservation of identity 
as it was in the past, not as it is in the present.The ability to remain or age in place 
likely enabled preservation of and continuity to her past self and life. 

However, this research suggests that the ageless selfis aic;o strongly environmentally 
bound and constructed, in that the environment can work to support or threaten 
achieved continuity to the ageing self.According to Rowles (1978, 1980, 1983), 
people's identities are imcnwil1cd, presclVcd and rcitiforced by the place they live. 
Evidence of this was found in a number of interviews and in the case study 
analyses. For example, Mrs Fox's ability to retain her independence despite 
profound functional health challenges V.-'aS, in part, environmentally determined; 
consider for a moment '\vhat would happen if her inllllediate environment 
became too much to manage or she was forced m relocate - this '\vould likely 
create significant challenges to her 'independent self'. Certainly, a coherent and 
continuous sense of self would be threatened. This is connected to the work of 
Peace et al (2003) on place attachment and identiry maintenance; their findings 
revealed that individuals have a comfort level for environmental connectedness, 
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which enables maintenance of the self and m::lSter-y over the environment. This 
further reinforces the importance of environmental management or ageing in 
place in the maintenance and preservation of the self within a context of personal 
and/or environmental change. Similarly, 1\1rs MacDougall's drive to 'keep going' 
and retain an active weeldy schedule was.in part, suppa ned by her level of achieved 
environmental comfort. In this case study there \vas evidence to suggest that a 
change in environmental support might negatively influence the self. 

There is. however, evidence to suggest that rejection of the immediate 

....... _ .. +--__ ..... :e~nl:v?"~r~o~nm~.:e~n~ts:c:;a::n}~al;~si;o6~e,nn~a;blll'eh!);~~~;:cj;r·~e';i,6~1.~c;.an~·,;o~n;~o~f,;t~h~e: ... si·je;~l,~f .• ~:;:~";a~~l~~~th~-~:;pi!-
and neighbourhood) as unlike or dissimilar to the self, enabled retention of a 
positive self-image and connection to his previous life - "I gre'\v up with people 
with money". This was similarly found in Novak and Lerner's (1968) study, in 
which rejection of the self as unlike others ,\vas a protective factor for self-esteem 
and self-worth. 

Although the environment in this situation is considered primarily as a strategy 
to enhance environmemaJ coping, it should be mentioned that it can also 
undermine the self. Findings from interviews and case studies on reification of 
the selfin situations of environmental distress and disruptions to place attadunent 
suggest an inability to construct a coherent sense of self. This was evident in the 
case study of Mr Waters, in v,rhich he perceived his enviro!lTI1cnt as unfeeling and 
uncaring. This appeared to translate into his personal feelings oflmv self-worth 
and the idea that no one would care if he died. This supports Galant's (2003, 
p 642) argument that those older people 'whose self-concept) are strongly rooted 
or anchored to past experiences and behaviors (the proverbial "living in the past") 
may experience the most difficulties'. 

Summary 

Comparative analysis of 26 interviews in Manchester and 26 interviews in 
Vancouver revealed similarities across the environmental categories of comfort, 
management and distress, in factors underlying place and ageing, and in the 
relationship between 'place and ageing' and well-being. Examination of place and 
ageing within the two countries has come at a rime when these and other nations 
are focused on meeting the needs of an increasingly ageing society and on solving 
some of the challenges present in urban areas. Certainly, findings from this study 
provide support for the consideration of a more complex relationship between 
the older person and their environment. Despite the environmental challenges 
present in the areas in the study, over one in three older people intervie'\ved was 
found to be comfortable within their environment. ex 'Pressing in some cases 
strong comrnirment to place. There was also a significant number, almost half, 
who were found to manage. This illustrates the resilience of older people, and their 
adaptability to environnlental and personal changes. In some cases, despite strong 
environmental presses, there was a desire to age in place. However, for others this 
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was not the situation ~md these individuals might benefit from government policies 
ain1ed at tacl,ding some of the underlying £1.ctors hindering place :md ageing. 
For example, program.mes aimed at increasing communicy; participation such as 
developm_ene oflocal parks or gardens might aid in place attachment. However 
. attention .:llso needs to be given to caclding broader issues such as crime. ' 

The research also highlights a significane number of older people who were 
in distress, and did not feel that ageing in place was optimal. Nine out of the 
52 research participants were acutely negatively aware of their environment 
and expressed a vvish to move (or had moved). If this number was found to be 
proportionally generalisable to neighbourhoods with similar characteristics. this 
m.ight present a challenge to current ageing in place policies in England and 
Canada, and other countries. This group might benefit most from policies aimed 
at tackling factors associated with environmentaJ. pn;:sses, for example, high crime, 
poor infrastructure and instability oCre_~j<ient populatigns .. This- nlignilntU;n 
influence personal competence, such as h~alth and social support, and hence 
possibly lead to a greater sense of well-being. 

England and Canada share a number of sim.ilariries. At a macro level, both 
countries share a similar type of political and judicial system_, their social welfare 
systems are broadly comparable and the nations are socially and culturally 
similar. England and Canada also share a number of trends, such as similar 
population ageing projections and an increase in challenges to urban inner-city 
neighbourhoods. Therefore, similarities in results bet\Veen the two countries 
should not be unexpected; the study also supports research from the US literarure. 
This suggests that such tin dings might be usefully considered beyond the current 
srudy, to other counrries sharing similar characteristics (for example, political, 
economic and social systems). 

The study's contribution to knowledge 

This section of the chapter highlights the study's contribution to scientific 
knowledge. In Chapter Two. a number of gaps in knowledge within the current 
literature on place and ageing were identified. These concerned lack ofknowledge 
relating to coneextuallimitations (leading to a critique of a lack of innovativeness 
and stagnation within environmental geromology) and a neglect of temporal 
dimensions in the consideration of place and ageing issues. 
Th~. __ first .contrjbution._ made __ by-_, this __ study,_conceIllS_ cross-national rc'"earc:h ............. -.fc-.···.·· 

in gerontology. This study was unique in that it sought to gain a cross-national 
perspective on place and ageing issues in deprived urban settings. The comparative 
den1ent of [his research enabled the expansion of scientific knowledge related 
to place and ageing issues in general, and, in particular, in deprived inner-city 
neighbourhoods of England and Canada. This enabled the redressing of Parmelee's 
(1998, p 179) critique of environmental geromology, which suggested that findings 
would benefit from an internationalisarion in order to learn how generalisable 
the results are, sllch chat 'Are we observing culturally universal behaviour patterns 
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that are intrinsic to spacial behaviour in late life or simply the effects of being old 
and North American?'. 

The intervie'\vs and photographs in the present study revealed a shared 
experience of place and ageing cross-nationally. Factors found to be important 
in establishing place and ageing were: physical, social, historical attaclmlent; the 
lifecourse; religion and spirituality; and public spaces. Som_e of these tindings 
support previous environm_ental science research, therefore building on previous 
knovvledge, such as physical attachment and area knowledge, and social and 
historical attachment. Other findings identified new knowledge that has largely 
been neglected or ignored: for example, the e:\.-pansion of knowledge related to 
religiosity/spirituality and lifecourse, and the importance of public places. The 
research also found that physical attachmene and area knowledge were imponam 
in the easing of psychological fear (that is, fear of crime) alongside the more 
commonly achieved masking offunccional health challenges. This finding possibly 
reflects the type of study locality - deprived urban neighbourhoods. 

The second contribution relates to the envirolUnemal categories and new 
conceptual model (Figure 6.1). These categories are unique in that they were 
generated from qualitative data d1at allowed the older person's discourse on 
place and ageing to emerge. A shortfall of current conceptual m_odels on the 
person-enviromnem relationship is chat measures are imposed and narrowly 
focused, and therefore restricting. A key strength of this conceptual model is that 
the data inductively evolved. The relacionship was found to be complex and not 
always straightforward. Specifically, high environmental press and low personal 
competence were not always associated \-vith perceptions of poor quality oflife. 
This raised the need to consider the complexity of the person-envirollll1ent 
paradigm and to consider in particular variables such as life history and religion/ 
spirituality. Taking trus approach might aid in the advancement of environ.n:ental 
gerontology beyond its present 'languishing state'. 

The conceptual model also recognised the importance of being temporally 
located in time and place.Although individual cases needed to be fn;:ed in time and 
place for analysis, Figure 6.1 recognises the fluidity of an individual's relationship 
vvith their environment (for example, comfort, management and distress), such 
that throughout an individual's lifecourse they might move through several 
envirorunent categories, possibly as circumstances in their life change, for example, 
health, relocation and/or neighbourhood changes. The findings and model also 
highlight the need-to-consider, how-the-past has impacted-on,the-presen[-;--and hmv 
the past and present might impact on the future. Within chis study, consideration 
of these factors enabled greater understanding of place and ageing factors and 
the relationship between 'place and ageing' and well-being (that is, quality of life 
and well-being).These findings illustrated the significance of including temporal 
factors in the analysis of place and ageing data. 

A third contribution relates to methodological limitations within the current 
research literatUre. This tesearch aimed to redress the imbalance in research on 
quantitatively driven conceptual frame\-vorks on environmental ageing (for 
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example, the Ecological Model of Ageing). Criticisms have predominantly related 
to a lack of innovativeness in methodological approaches, leading, therefore, to 
stagnation in scientific knowledge gained in this area. Although there has been 
a grO\vth in the use of qualitative data to build on the conceptual frame\.vork 
of Lawton (for example, Rowles, 1978, 1983: Peace et aI, 2006), few have used 
qualitative data or a mixed-methods approach to drive ionvard a better conceptual 
model or seek ne\v ways of exploring the person-environnlent relationship. 

\Vithin ellis study, the selection of a mi..;;:ed qualitative methodological approach 
enabled the acquisition of data gathering from a number of perspectives, adding 
iri-creas-ed insight"-arid '-\~a]idari6n-to--the--firidiiigs-:Tl-iis--prC;duce'd-iicfi 'kno\vle'dge--on 

place and ageing, which builds on previous findings and conceptual frameworks, 
and found previously neglected or new ways of understanding some of the factors 
associated with place and ageing. The incorporation of participants' photographs 
and descriptive text provided a useful way of verifYing interpretations arising from 
the face-to-face intervicws.This exercise established participant photographs as an 
ilIDovative way of data gathering and generation.This bodl enablt:!d the capturing 
of the neighbourhood from the perspective of the resident and provided a way to 
engage the older person in the active construction of meaning. The approach was 
also sensitive to the complexities of the person-environment relationship. This 
enabled the development of a conceptual figure (see Figure 6.1) that appropriately 
represents the multidimensional and multi-"\tadable paradigm_ of the older person 
and their relationship to their neighbourhood and well-being. 

A fourth contribution is related to future research. The study, while addressing 
a number of current gaps in knowledge, also raised some research questions for 
consideration in future studies. One such question relates to the study of cross
cultural issues.With an increased trend in globalisation, national differences might 
become less diverse; the focus then might be one of exploring cultural issues 
'\vitllln nations. Investigating the c);.-perience and meaning of place across different 
cultures has the ability to add new insight into a field that has been criticised for 
its 'lack of i11110vativeness and stagnation'. Certainly, the importance of cultural 
and spiritual issues was raised within this research v-lith the analysis of a native 
North American perspective. 

Another interesting research area would be m assess possible age, generational and 
period effects on place and ageing. This could be achieved in a longitudinal study 
investigating possible cohort differences across the lifecourse. In addition, people's 
future relationship with place is likely to change \v1th increased globalisation and 
information and communication technology. How these changes will impact on 
the future of ageing and older people's relationship with place might be critical 
to the sustainability of communities and neighbourhoods - this is discussed in 
further detail in Chapter Eight. 

Consideration of gender effects on the use and attachment to place would also 
present an interesting research topic. This was not fully explored in the current 
research but arose in the analysis of the photographs; differences in the use of 
place were revealed. For example, Mr Bennett was found to capture a wider range 
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of images and covered a wider geographical distance compared with the more 
narrow focus ofMsAllen and Mrs Clarke. However, because only three participants 
\vere involved in this exercise. no conclusions can be drawn on possible gender 
differences.Although there is some research to suggest that differences exist (Dines 
et aI, 2007; Holland et al, 2007). this area remains largely unexplored. 

Conclusion 

This chapter brought together and discussed fmdings presented in Chapters Four 
..... ·····4~·~······················ ,r'.c,,' Tllis--ieve·;lled Tlndiri·gs' -associated \Virh'--empiiic-al and mechodologiEal 

contributions to scientific knowledge. Empirical findings revealed cross-national 
similarities in environmental experience, in factors underlying place and ageing 
and in the relationship between 'place and ageing' and well-being. The research 
also supported previous research findings on place and ageing and enabled an 
expansion of knowledge related to previously neglected factors and new ways of 
understanding the relationsllip between the older person and their environment. 
Methodological conrributions revealed the appropriateness of taking a mixed
methods approach and the irnportance of using multiple forms of data collection. 
Finally, consideration of temporal factors in data collection and analysis of 
findings was critical to the development of accurate insight and understanding 
of individuals' relationship to their environment. 
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